
 Assembly Language Project
CpSc 370, Computer Organization

Dr. Conlon; Spring, 2016

Objective: write a video game, Breakout, on an 8-bit personal computer simulator, in 6502 
assembly language. 

Breakout description (from Wikipedia):
A layer of bricks lines the top third of the screen. A ball travels across the screen, bouncing off the top 
and side walls of the screen. When a brick is hit, the ball bounces away and the brick is destroyed. The 
player loses a turn when the ball touches the bottom of the screen. To prevent this from happening, the 
player has a movable paddle to bounce the ball upward, keeping it in play.

Deadlines:
Feb. 1: screenshots showing Symon, and sbasm running.
Feb. 8: Elementary program working on Symon. Must have video output.
Feb 29: Basic subroutines working, including clear screen, add 16-bit integers, multiply 16-

bit integers, compute pixel memory address given row and column numbers, print 
string horizontally.

Apr. 8: Working game

Why?
Writing a program in assembly language will teach you how a computer really works.
6502 assembly language is simpler than i86 assembly language, and therefore makes the 
machine's operation easier to understand than i86 assembly language would.
6502 assembly language is easier to learn than i86 assembly language, and that makes it 
more likely that you will be successful.
Your instructor has written 6502 assembly language programs that work. He may even 
remember how to do it.
There are plentiful on-line resources that can help you with 6502 assembly language 
programming, helping you succeed, and saving you money on reference books.

What software do you need?
Symon simulator, symon-1.2.1.jar, from professor or build it yourself from 

https://github.com/sethm/symon. Requires a Java runtime environment.

Symon provides a memory-mapped display and a serial monitor. Use the memory-
mapped display for game action, where each pixel is a full ASCII display character. You
may use the monitor for game instructions, score display, error messages, etc.

SB-Assembler cross-assembler, from http://www.sbprojects.com/sbasm/index.php. 
Requires Python. Be sure to bookmark the page, because it contains the 
documentation.

While there is only one 6502 machine language, and (as far as I know) all 6502 
assemblers take the same opcodes, assembler directives vary considerably. Therefore, 
assembly code taken from elsewhere may not assemble under sbasm.

When you are debugging your code, a printed assembler listing can make it much 
easier to follow the execution of the machine code, because it gives the machine address, 
machine code, and source code of each instruction.

Helpful Website: www.6502.org



Introducing the 6502
6502 Byte Order:

6502 is a little-endian processor: The least significant byte of a two (or more) byte 
number gets stored in the low byte of the word. Thus, for the two-byte number $63a9, 
$a9 gets stored in the lower byte and $63 in the upper byte, so when looking at a 
memory dump, the number will list as “a9 63”.

The 6502 has six visible registers:
Register Name Bit Size Purpose
Program counter 16 Pointer to address of next instruction
Accumulator (A) 8 General-purpose
Stack pointer (S) 8 Points above the top of the system stack.
Index registers (X and Y) 8 Used for subscripts, loop indices.
Processor status (P) 8 Eight one-bit flags indicating status.

N Negative flag
Z Zero flag
C Carry flag
I Interrupt disabled
D Decimal flag
V Overflow flag
B Break flag

Various machine instructions set, or clear, the bits:
Bit Set by Set when Cleared by

N ADC,AND,ASL,BIT,CMP,CPX,CPY,DEC,
DEX,DEY,EOR,INC,INX,INY,LDA,LDX,LDY,
ORA,PLA,PLP*,ROL,ROR,RTI*,SBC,TAX,
TAY,TSX,TXA,TYA

Result is negative. LSR, PLP*,
RTI*

Z ADC,AND,ASL,CMP,CPX,CPY,DEC,DEX,
DEY,EOR,INC,INX,INY,LDA,LDX,LDY,LSR,
ORA,PLA,PLP*,ROL,ROR,RTI*,SBC,TAX,
TAY,TSX,TXA,TYA

Result is zero. PLP*, RTI*

C ADC,ASL,CMP,LSR,PLP,ROL,ROR,RTI*,
SBC,SEC

A carry occurs out of the 
MSB or a borrow is needed.

CLC, PLP*,
RTI*

I BRK,SEI Forced interrupt. CLI, PLP*

D PLP,RTI*,SED Processor is put into 
decimal mode, normally by 
SED.

CLD, PLP*,
RTI*

B PLP,RTI* An interrupt occurs. PLP*, RTI*

V ADC,BIT,PLP*,RTI*,SBC Overflow: result is larger 
than an 8-bit number.

CLV, PLP*,
RTI*

*PLP and RTI restore P, possibly setting or clearing any of P's bits.
ROR, ROL: Input bit comes from carry flag. Output bit goes to the carry flag.
ASL, LSR: Input bit is always a zero. Output bit goes to the carry flag.



6502 Assembler Opcodes

Arithmetic

ADC Add memory to A with carry

INC Increment memory by one

INX Increment index X by one

INY Increment index Y by one

SBC Subtract memory from A with borrow

DEC Decrement memory by one

DEX Decrement index X by one

DEY Decrement index Y by one

Logical Operations

AND “And” memory with A

ORA “Inclusive or” memory with A

EOR “Exclusive or” memory with A

BIT “AND” memory with A. Sets P only.

Bit Shifting and Rotation

ASL Shift left one bit (Memory or A)

LSR Shift right one bit (memory or A)

ROL Rotate one bit left (memory or A)

ROR Rotate one bit right (memory or A)

Move Data Between Register and 
Memory

LDA Load memory into A

LDX Load memory into X

LDY Load memory into Y

STA Store A in memory

STX Store index X in memory

STY Store index Y in memory

Move Data Between Registers

TAX Transfer A to X

TAY Transfer A to Y

TSX Transfer S to X

TXA Transfer X to A

TXS Transfer X to S

TYA Transfer Y to A

Comparisons
CMP Compare memory and A

CPX Compare memory and X

CPY Compare memory and Y

Branching (±127 bytes) and Jumping

BCC Branch on carry clear

BCS Branch on carry set (result ≥ zero)

BEQ Branch on result == zero

BMI Branch on result < zero

BNE Branch on result ≠ zero

BPL Branch on result > zero

BVC Branch on overflow clear

BVS Branch on overflow set

JMP Jump to new address

JSR Jump to subroutine

RTS Return from subroutine

RTI Return from interrupt

Manipulating flags

SEC Set carry flag

SED Set decimal mode

SEI Set interrupt disable bit

CLC Clear carry flag

CLD Clear decimal mode

CLI Clear interrupt disable bit

CLV Clear overflow flag

Stack Manipulation

PHA Push A's contents onto stack

PHP Push P's contents onto stack

PLA Restore A from stack

PLP Restore processor status from stack

Miscellaneous

NOP No operation

BRK Force break



6502 Addressing Modes

Examples Explanation Special Info

Non-Indexed,
Non-Memory

Memory is not affected in these modes.

Accumulator lsr A The accumulator is the target.

Immediate cmp #$20
The data is the byte immediately after the

opcode.

Implied clc
The data or destination is determined by the

opcode.
`

Non-Indexed
Memory

The data or destination is in memory.

Absolute
inc $0100
lda cellh

The data or destination is the memory byte
named by the operand.

Zero-Page sta $a0
The data or destination is in zero-page

memory, i.e.  $0000 to $00ff. The high byte of
$00 is implied.

Indirect
jmp ($2000)
jmp (base)

The operand is a pointer to the data. Here,
we jump to the address contained in address

$2000 and $2001.

jmp instruction
only.

Indexed
Memory

The X or Y register value is added into the
operand.

Absolute
Indexed

sta $1000,Y
The data or destination address is the sum of

the absolute address and the value in Y.
X or Y register.

Zero-Page
Indexed

adc $C0,X

Operand is one byte, i.e., a page-zero
address. The value X is added to the

operand to get the zero-page address of the
data or destination. Used for an array in zero-

page.

Result  wraps:
always in zero-

page.
X register only,
except ldx, stx.

Indexed
Indirect

lda ($20,X)

 Value of X is added to the zero-page
operand. The zero-page word contains the

address of the data or destination. Use when
you want a table of pointers.

X register only.

Indirect
Indexed

inc ($3a),Y

Operand gives the address of a pointer in
zero-page. Y is added to the contents of that

pointer to give the address of the data or
destination. Use for arrays outside of zero-

page.

Y register only.



Instruction Addressing Modes and Related Execution Times (in clock cycles)
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BCC 2**
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BIT 3 4
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6502 Opcodes and Instructions

00 BRK
01 ORA (Indirect,X)
05 ORA ZP
06 ASL ZP
08 PHP
09 ORA Immediate
0a ASL Accumulator
0d ORA Absolute
0e ASL Absolute
10 BPL
11 ORA (Indirect),Y
15 ORA ZP,X
16 ASL ZP,X
18 CLC
19 ORA Absolute,X
1d ORA Absolute,X
1e ASL Absolute,X
20 JSR Absolute
21 AND (Indirect,X)
24 BIT ZP
25 AND ZP
26 ROL ZP
28 PLP
29 AND Immediate
2a ROL Accumulator
2c BIT Absolute
2d AND Absolute
2e ROL Absolute
30 BMI
31 AND (Indirect),Y
35 AND ZP,X
36 ROL ZP,X
38 SEC
39 AND Absolute,Y
3d AND Absolute,X
3e ROL Absolute,X
40 RTI
41 EOR (Indirect),X
45 EOR ZP
46 LSR ZP
48 PHA
49 EOR Immediate
4a LSR Accumulator
4c JMP Absolute
4d EOR Absolute
4e LSR Absolute
50 BVC
51 EOR (Indirect),Y
55 EOR ZP,X
56 ZP,X
58 CLI

59 EOR Absolute,Y
5d EOR Absolute,X
5e LSR Absolute,X
60 RTS
61 ADC (Indirect,X)
65 ADC ZP
66 ROR ZP
68 PLA
69 ADC immediate
6a ROR Accumulator
6c JMP Indirect
6d ADC Absolute
6e ROR Absolute
70 BVS
71 ADC (Indirect),Y
75 ADC ZP,X
76 ROR ZP,X
78 SEI
79 ADC Absolute,Y
7d ADC Abs,X
7e ROR Absolute,X
81 STA (Indirect,X)
84 STY ZP
85 LDA ZP
86 STX ZP
88 DEY
8a TXA
8c STY Absolute
8d STA Absolute
8e STX Absolute
90 BCC
91 STA (Indirect),Y
94 STY ZP,X
95 STA ZP,X
96 STX ZP,Y
98 TYA
9d STA Absolute,X
99 STA Absolute,Y
9a TXS
a0 LDY Immediate
a1 LDA (Indirect,X)
a2 LDX Immediate
a4 LDY ZP
a5 LDA ZP
a6 LDX ZP
a8 TAY
a9 LDA Immediate
aa TAX
ac LDY Absolute
ad LDA Absolute
ae LDX Absolute

b1 LDA (Indirect),Y
b4 LDY ZP,X
b5 LDA ZP,X
b6 LDX ZP,Y
b9 LDA Absolute,Y
ba TSX
bc LDY Absolute,X
bd LDA Absolute,X
be LDX Absolute,Y
c0 CPY Immediate
c1 CMP (Indirect,X)
c4 CPY ZP
c5 CMP ZP
c6 DEC ZP
c9 CMP Immediate
ca DEX
cc CPY Absolute
cd CMP Absolute
ce DEC Absolute
d1 CMP (Indirect),Y
d5 CMP ZP,X
d6 DEC ZP,X
d9 CMP Absolute,Y
dd CMP Absolute,X
de DEC Absolute,X
b0 BCS
b8 CLV
c8 INY
d0 BNE
d8 CLD
e0 CPX Immediate
e1 SBC (Indirect),X
e4 CPX ZP
e5 SBC ZP
e6 INC ZP
e8 INX
e9 SBC Immediate
ea NOP
ec CPX Absolute
ed SBC Absolute
ee INC Absolute
f0 BEQ
f1 SBC (Indirect),Y
f5 SBC ZP,X
f6 INC ZP,X
f8 SED
f9 SBC Absolute,X
fd SBC Absolute,X
fe INC Abs,X



SB-Assembler 

Assembling: from command line, enter
sbasm filename.asm

Commonly-Used Directives

.AS .CR .DW .LF .OR

.AZ .DB .EN .LI .TF

.BS .DL .EQ or =

.AS Stores an ASCII string as consecutive bytes of memory
.AS /Some delimited string/,#$00

.AZ Same as .AS, but automatically terminates the string with a zero.

.BS Create variables without initializing. Advances the instruction (program) counter. 
Example below leaves $10 (or 16) bytes free, labeling the initial byte as vector.
vector = *

.BS $10
.CR Cross overlay load. Specifies what language is to be assembled.

.CR 6502
.DB Define byte. Reserve bytes of memory and initialize them. Also reserves strings of 

bytes. Accepts multiple data separated by commas.
zero .DB 0
error .DB “System error.”,0

.DL Data Longword. Stores words or longwords in CPU's own endian-ness. For 6502, 
this is little-endian. Multiple words can be specified by separating with commas.
int32 .DL $ac002fcc

.DW Data word. Reserves and initializes 16-bit words in CPU's own endian-ness. For 
6502, this is little-endian. Multiple words can be specified by separating with 
commas. 
scrhome.DW $0400,$ffff

.EN End program. Flags the end of the assembler code. Not required.
.EN

.EQ Equate. Assigns a value to a label.  Same as “=”.
scrhome.EQ $7000
scrhome = $7000

.LF List file. Sends screen output to a file.
.LF asmfile.lst

.LI List options. Controls the content of the listing.  Options include on|off (turn listing 
on or off) and ton|toff (include or don't include machine-instruction timings in the 
listing).

.LI on,toff
.OR Origin. Sets the instruction (program) counter to the specified value.

start .OR $0C00
.TF Target file. Specifies the name and format of the machine language file. For 6502, 

use the extension .prg; the format is BIN, which indicates a file whose first two bytes
indicate its load address, and this is followed by just the binary object code.

.TF objfile.prg,BIN



Symon Tricks

Memory Map
0000-7fff 32KB RAM
7000-73e8 Memory-mapped video
8000-800f 6522 VIA
8800-8803 6551 ACIA (Serial Console)
9000-9001 6545 CRTC
C000-ffff 16KB ROM

6551 ACIA:
8800 is the data register.
8001 is the status register.
8002 is the control register.

Serial I/O: There's a program called echo_poll.asm that comes with Symon source code 
that demonstrates polling-based serial input (from the keyboard) and output (to the 
monitor) using the 6551. You need keyboard input to control your game. You might use
the monitor for instructions or error messages.

Load Address: Load your program at $0000, where there should be a jmp to $0300. Initialize
constants and zero page memory, then skip to $0300. Set Symon preferences for a 
program load address of $0000, for each start of Symon.

Primary game output should be to the memory-mapped display.

Breakpoints: When testing a new subprogram, set a breakpoint at the beginning of that 
subprogram, and step through it, checking that it does what it is intended to do.  In 
general, set a breakpoint at the beginning of any section of code that you want to step 
through a statement at a time. Changes to memory and registers with each statement can 
tell you whether a statement is doing what you wanted it to do.

Keyboard repeat: most computers are set up to repeat a pressed key, but only after a short 
delay. My system has a default delay of 650 ms. and a period of 25 ms. For paddle 
movement, this default delay is too long. A delay of 100 ms and a period less than or equal
to that is better. Adjust it up or down according to your needs.

For Linux under the K Desktop Environment, use Start->System Settings->Input Devices 
->Keyboard and slide the Delay slider down to 100 ms.

For other Linux, try the xset or kbdrate commands. Type man xset or man kbdrate for 
further information.



Serial Input and Output code:

;;
;; Read input from the keyboard, and echo to console.
;; Polling method.
;;

.CR 6502

.LI on,toff

;Initialize I/O vector.
iobase = $8800
iostat = iobase+1 ;No spaces in sbasm expressions!
iocmd = iobase+2
ioctrl = iobase+3

.OR $0300

start cli
lda #$0b
sta iocmd ; Set command status
lda #$1a
sta ioctrl ; 0 stop bits, 8 bit word, 2400 baud

;; Load a character from the keyboard and store it into
;; the accumulator

getkey lda iostat ; Read the ACIA status
and #$08 ; Is the rx register empty?
beq getkey ; Yes, wait for it to fill
lda iobase ; Otherwise, read into accumulator

;; Write the current char in the accumulator to the console

write pha ; Save accumulator
writel lda iostat ; Read the ACIA status

and #$10 ; Is the tx register empty?
beq writel ; No, wait for it to empty
pla ; Otherwise, load saved accumulator
sta iobase ; and write to output.

jmp getkey ; Repeat



; Name:
; Course: CpSc 370
; Instructor: Dr. Conlon
; Date started: February 3, 2015
; Last modification: January 10, 2016
; Purpose of program: Sample program. Clears the screen.

.CR 6502 ; Assemble 6502 language.

.LI on,toff ; Listing on, no timings included.

.TF skeleton.prg,BIN ; Object file and format

; Define some constants
space = $20 ;ASCII code for space.
box = 230 ;ASCII code for a pixel-filling box.
rowsiz = 40 ;Screen is 25 rows by 40 columns.
rowcnt = 25

.OR $0000 ;Start code at address $0000
jmp $0300 ;Jump to the beginning of the program, proper.

; Define zero-page storage
home .DW $7000 ;Address of upper left (home) on video screen
scrend .DW $73e8 ;Address of bottom right of video screen
linest .DW $ffff ;Starting address of a line.
inbuff = * ;32-byte input buffer. Unused in this program.

.BS $20 ;$20 == 32 decimal

.BS $0300-* ;Skip to beginning of program, proper.

start cld ;Set binary mode.
jsr clrscr ;Clear the screen.
brk ;And stop.

;Clear the screen.
clrscr lda home ;Start of first line is the home position.

sta linest
lda home+1
sta linest+1

;Nested loops to clear rows of columns.
.loopr ldy #rowsiz ;Label starting with "." is local between globals.
.loopc dey ;Next (previous) column.

bmi .nxtrow ;If zero, go on to the next row.
lda #space ;ASCII space
sta (linest),Y ;Clear the pixel.
jmp .loopc ;and do it again.

.nxtrow clc
lda linest
adc #rowsiz ;Next row.
sta linest
bcc .ncarry
inc linest+1 ;Carry the one.

.ncarry lda linest+1 ;Check high-order byte of the line.
cmp #scrend+1 ;$73c0 starts the last row.
bmi .loopr ;Not the last row.
lda #$e8 ;Check low-order byte is still on last line.
cmp linest
bne .loopr ;Last row, but not the last pixel.
rts ;Screen is cleared.


